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Woman attacked in front of Spartan Chapel

Alleged attacker faces attempted rape charges
By Chris Lillie
Daily staff writer

In a bizarre attack similar to those
depicted in the movie ’The Silence of the
Lambs." an SJSU student allegedly bit a
woman’s face and attempted to rape her
Sunday night next to the Spartan Memorial Chapel, University Police said.
Ricardo Navarro, 24, was being held in
Santa Clara County jail on $100,000 bail,
a San Jose Municipal Court clerk said.

He faces charges of attempted rape and
attempted mayhem at his arraignment
today at 2 p.m. in San Jose Municipal
Court, the clerk said.
Navarro allegedly assaulted the 44-yearold victim on the north side of the chapel
at 11:19 Sunday night, UPD Spokesman
Dick Staley said.
Navarro exposed himself, threw the victim to the ground and bit her fake and lip,

according to Staley.
Staley declined to comment on whether
Navarro might have been influenced by
"The Silence of the Lambs," a current hit
movie that discusses and shows a killer
biting his victims’ faces.
"Whether it is a copycat I couldn’t speculate," he said.
He then attempted to rape her, but the
victim, whom UPD declined to identify,

fought back and escaped, Staley said.
"She scratched him," Staley said.
"That allowed her to get away. When he
was taken into custody he had five or six
deep scratches on his fake."
Navarro fled, but UPD officers were
already searching for him, Staley said.
"Apparently someone heard or
observed the assault and called the
police," he said.

Faculty
Drop’n in
leaves in
possible
jeopardy

Separation of
church and state
cited as reason

By Adam Steinhauer

By Brooke Shelby Biggs
Daily staff wnter

I.
Junior biology major Sean Ras aei, 22, works
with a fractional distillation apparatus in Dr.
Banda’s Organic Chemistry 113A class Mon-

Fbchey

Daily staff photographar

day. The assignment is to seperate three alcohol compounds from a single solution and
determine the make-up of each compound.

See FA CUI.TY, page 4

A.S. candidates will
head into run-offs

Special to the Daily

By Robert W. Scoble
stet, writer
It’s run-off lime.
Tyler Warfield and Nicole
Launder will go at it once again
Wednesday and Thursday during
the Associated Students presidential elections.
Also up for grabs in the election
is the director position for academic affairs and communications.
"The power of SJSU is in the
students. Launder said. "So get out
and vote. It is an important run-off.
Your vote can make a difference."
Last week, Launder received
737 votes while Warfield received
43R. For the position of director of
community affairs, Gloria Schmac
and I.isa Willwerth are in a run-off
after being written onto the ballot

High school students from
more than 25 high schools in
Santa Clara and Monterey Counties will descend on SJSU today
for MEChA’s 10th annual "Raza
day," being held in the Event
Center.
Raza Day, which is scheduled
to last from 9 an. 10 1 p.m., will
feature many workshops and cultural awareness programs. In
addition, the program will provide Cliicarm/l.atino high school
students with information about
transfernng to SJSU.
"The event’s goals arc to take
the resources and skills of SJSU
and make them accessible to our
community... but our main goal
is to introduce high school students to SJSU," said MEChA

Daily

during the regular election.
Also on the run-off ballot and
running for the position of Aca
dcmic Affairs is Todd Layering
and Jean Pierre Fuscning. "My
name’s on the ballot," is all Layering would say Thesday afternoon
when asked if he really wanted the
position.
A run-off is forced if one candidate doesn’t receive at least half of
the people voting. So if 1(X) people
vote and no one receives the minimum 51 voles, a run-off is held.
Students with SJSU identifica
non cards can vote Wednesday and
Thursday in front of the Student
Union, between the Spartan Complex buildings, in front of Clark
Library and in front of the Event
Center on Seventh Street.

See ASSAULT, page 4

Spring break
date altered

Special to the Daily

SJSU’s faculty union representatives may not get much input from
the instructors they represent, hut
when the faculty heard that their
sabbaticals were under threat the
California Faculty Association representatives got an earful.
CFA representatives Joan Edelstein and Ann Harding went before
the Academic Senate on Monday
to present their new agreement
with the CSU on faculty sabbaticals.
Edelstein and Harding also
berated instructors at the meeting
for not making their opinions
heard before negotiations started
and then reacted angrily to rumors
of threats to sabbaticals.
"l’here were a lot of rumors
going around without much investigation of facts," Edelstein said.
"We would not tolerate that kind of
behavior from students and as faculty we certainly shouldn’t be
behaving in that manner."
But sonic of the faculty present
said that the rumors were not
unfounded and worried aloud that
sabbaticals will he threatened in
the near future.
The settlement guarantees that
all 34 SJSU instructors scheduled
to take sabbaticals next year will
gill be able to.
But the CSU has not given the
university any money to pay the
replacements for the faculty on
leave.
Edelstein said that each department will have to pay for its own
replacements. She conceded that
this will create new financial hardships for some of SJSU’s departments. especially for the smaller
tines.
"There are going to be situations
which will not be ideal," Edelstein

UPD Sgt. Leon Aguirre spotted Navarro at Fourth and San Salvador streets and
stopped him because he fit the description
the victim gave UPD, Staley said.
Navarro, however, pointed to two men
down the street and said they were the
ones who had scratched him, according to
Staley.
While LTD Officer Tim Villarica went

Moore. He said the committee had
decided that it was all right
because other cultures celebrated
similar rites of spring. He also
cited convenience and routine as
overriding reasons not to change
the scheduling.
The other committee which
reviewed the proposal, the Instruction and Student Affairs Committee, came back with a recommendation to pass it.
"It is not an issue of church and
state. It is simply pedagogically
sound to hold the break on the
ninth week of the semester," said
Senator Gate Reyes.
Reyes said the committee had
agreed that having a break near the

The academic senate voted
Monday to set a fixed date for
spring break to avoid linking the
holiday to Easter. Beginning next
year, the holiday will be held during the ninth week of the spring
semester.
After much debate on the senate
floor, the members voted 21 to 12
to pass a proposal to disengage the
break from the
Christian holiday.
Until now, SJSU ’Some people always benefit from
traditionally
scheduled
the discrimination. In this case, it’s
break for the week Christians. That doesn’t mean that
prior to Easter.
a majority prefers it
Senator David just because
Mesher took issue that way that we should do it’
with the tradition,
David Mesher
asserting in his
academic senator
proposal of Feb.
18 that the univer
sity. as an arm of
middle of the term is more useful
the state government, is obligated to students and faculty than a floatto observe a separation of church ing holiday which may occur as
and state. The proposal suggested late as the 14th week.
that the tradition of linking the
Senator Peter Buzanski moved
break with a specific religion’s to delay the vote on the proposal
holiday conflicted with that ideal until students and faculty could be
and was discriminatory.
polled to determine what the
Opinion on the proposal was majority preferred.
divided among those who viewed
The motion was voted down
it as a church and gate issue, a dis- when Moore cited a 1988 poll cona
pedagogical
crimination issue,
ducted by his committee which
issue or an irrelevant issue.
determined that the campus wantOpposition to the proposal was ed to keep the old system.
initially led by Senator George
Mesher then stepped into the
Moore of the Curriculum and debate and said that polling the
Research Committee, who brought campus community on discriminaback a recommendation against tory measures was not and should
the measure from his committee’s not become policy.
discussions.
"Some people always benefit
"We found no profound conflict from discrimination. In this case.
of interest or church and state it’s Christians. That doesn’t mean
problem in the current method of
scheduling spring break," said
See BREAK, page 4

Raza day welcomes high school students to SJSU
By Robert Drueckhammer

president Anabell Ibanez.
"We want to promote higher
education and cultural pride and
identity through Raza Day,"
Ibanez added
The theme of the day’s program is "Promoting education,
unity and youth leadership to
serve the Chicano/Latino community," Ibanez said.
The day’s events will begin at
9 a.m. with a welcome from
SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
After her welcome, keynote
speaker Jesse Barajas, an instructor at Santa leresa High School,
is expected to lecture on cultural
pride.
Once the lecture is finished,
the students will move throughout the university to attend workshops and other seminars
designed to help them map out

their future.
Some of the workshops being
offered will deal with specific
work areas such as business,
law, medicine, journalism and
law enforcement. Ibanez said
that these workshops will give
students a realistic picture of
what working in that area is
like.
"In all of our workshops dealing with a profession. such as
one on engineering, there will
be a professional from that job
area that will discuss the difficulties that he or she had in
(completing) that major,"
Ibanez said.
"They won’t tell the students
how to get into the major or what
to do when they are in the major,
but they will offer a personal perspective on what it is like being

involved in that area," Ibanez
added.
Other workshops will address
issues such as applying for
admission to a university.
The students will also participate in activities that will be
designed to promote the awareness of their heritage. Again,
many of these activities will be
held throughout the campus.
"One of our goals is to have
the students move throughout the
university so they can see what
the college is like. We held the
event on a weekday so that the
high school students can see a
realistic picture of college life,"
Ibanez said.
"I think that it will be a very
motivating and positive experience for the high school students." Ibanez concluded.
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THE FUTURE IS HERE, WE ARE IT . . .

EDITORIAL

KEVIN WEIL

Soviet Union’s quagmire
overwhelming victory
The
of the referendum to
preserve the union of
republics in the Soviet Union
does nothing but illuminate the
unenviable dichotomy President
Gorbachev faces in his quest to
perpetrate reforms in his troubled
nation.
The wording in Gorbachev’s
question presents an overly
optimistic promise that each
republic will be considered an
equal, sovereign republic. The
question bleeds with contradiction
and as republics cannot enjoy
sovereignty while falling under
the rule of the Kremlin.
The nature of a union is to
suscribe to one ideology and to
forfeit individual freedoms in
order to benefit from the security
of uniformity.
President Gorbachev recognizes
that if the Soviet Union is divided
the reforms he envisioned under
the blanket of perestroika will
dissolve.
From the onset, six republics
refused to even acknowledge their
inclusion in the union by
abstaining from the referendum.
He is forced to delve into

Putting the drought
in historical context

hypocracy in order to reach his
goal of reforming to democracy.
He dances between the images of
a peaceful dove and a hard-line
communist.
How can Gorbachev convince
Lithuanians and Latvians that
they will enjoy guaranteed
"human rights and freedoms"
after his military forcefully
quelled their desire to become
sovereign states?
Gorbachev, in the true form
of a visionary, has
instigated revolutionary
changes that cannot be realized as
smoothly or quickly as he would
like. His colleagues are still
catching their breath from his
initial reforms towards
democracy.
Gorbachev’s next move will
likely be the introduction of a
treaty that would grant the
republics only limited sovereignty
and the Kremlin supreme power
over the 15 republics.
In the infant stages of his
revolutionary changes Gorbachev
seems confused about freedom
and how to achieve it.

Kevin Well is the Spartan Daily copy
chief. His column appears every
Wednesday.

And, dare I whisper profanities in your
ear, we have been in an overall wet spell
since the 1950s with eight of the 20
wettest years occurring in the 1970s and
1980s. In the day to day events of our
lives, it seems, we forget to realize that
life patterns stretch much further than a
few decades, let alone a century or two.
Sure we have to make a few adjustments
and respond to some tough decisions
about water use, but it’s nothing compared
to the steps we really need to take to prod
that life continuum beyond our own lives.

Forum page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily
Forum page. Contributions to the page
are encouraged from students, staff,
faculty, others who are interested in the
university at large.
Any letter or column for the Forum
page must be turned into the Letters to
the Editor box in the Spartan Daily
newsroom, WLN 104, during office
hours. Submissions may also be mailed
to Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily
department of mass communications,

Dust storms once again swirled across
the plains in the 1950s. The drought
whisked its way across 61 percent of the
country at its height in 1953 and 1954.
And while 1988 produced some of the
driest and hottest weather in the 20th
century. the 1930s had temperature
records that still stand.
There are some concerns about the
weather that should wiggle their way
through our water-clogged ears. Sure
there is going to be hardships as the
drought continues. The economy can be
severely affected by the loss of water to
the central valley. This only makes Gov.
Pete Wilson look that much more ignorant

Rain has been coming down to some
degree just about every day for the past
week and a half. Yet we still hear the
alarming cries of severe water shortages
and ever increasing cutback restrictions.
Thrust upon us are claims of a suffocating
greenhouse effect and global warming, in
an effort to make some minute connection
to a little water loss.
I’m not about to say that this series of
consecutive storms is going to end the
water shortages, but it’s time we take a
new perspective on the idea of drought.
The current weather sponge has been
sopping up water in the West since 1987
and in the Southeast since 1984.
Historically speaking, however, we still
have another six or seven years of this
kind of weather before experiencing
conditions similar to some of the driest
years recorded in United States history. In
fact, a quick look in the Almanac reveals
that there have been 12 droughts since
1220 that have lasted 10 years or more.
While comprehensive weather records
weren’t collected before the 1890s, a
dendroclimatologist - affectionately called
a tree-ring -related-to-weather counter made this determination.

in making the severest water cuts on the
backbone of California’s economy.
Agriculture will always remain one of the
eternal necessities of economic
sustenance. So quickly I forget that his
primary concern is in maintaining the
resource supply to the technology
business, that being the military machine.
In fact, corporations are the least affected
by the economic effects of water
shortages. Woe is me.
It’s a bit disconcerting, however, that we
worry about how many minutes we have
to cut back on shower time while we can’t
even create a sustainable energy policy.
And water is energy. So don’t stop
watering the plants with shower water or
putting weights in the toilet basin. And
don’t think that your worries are over
when water levels return to normal in the
future. Who knows, maybe you’ll get into
some habits that actually match the
overall conditions that characterize the
climatic history of the country.

San Jose State University, San Jose,
CA., 95192. Articles and letters must
contain the author’s name, phone
number, address, and major (if a
student).
Contributions must be typed or
submitted on 3.5" Macintosh compatible disc.
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and will be edited for
grammar, libel, spelling, and length.

In all the historical hoopla over this
kinked supply hose, we’ve brought back
the specter of the drought of the 1930s.
Mention the decade which brought a dust
bowl that covered more than 50 million
acres, and we quiver in our bathroom
catch-all buckets. We wittingly wax over
catch-phrases exclaiming, "If it’s yellow,
let it mellow. If it’s brown, flush it down."

CAMPUS VOICE
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ROBIN S. WILSON

Doubling CSU’s state fees the only option to solve financial crisis
A bunch of us state bureaucrats are
spending a lot of our time these days
sitting around on prison industries
furniture trying to figure out how to do
the public’s business without anywhere
near enough money.
It doesn’t much matter what line of work
we’re in helping the poor and sick or
locking up the bad or minding the trees
and fish or collecting taxes or keeping
track of the state’s highways and vehicles
and drivers and the chemicals they eat,
drink and inhale we’re all in deep
distress because our masters have not told
us which of these services they wish to do
without nor taxed themselves enough to
pay for all of them. Pogo’s "We have met
the enemy and they are us" pertains.
In my place at the public trough a
modest chunk of the California State
University system my staff and 1
vacillate between terror and slack-jawed
disbelief as we try to deal with the fix
were in.
The short of it for us is that somewhere
around a tenth of a workforce faculty
and staff may not be with us next year,
and in a setting of unmown lawns, porous
roofs (we may be the only Californians
grateful for the drought), shrunken library
hours, moldering laboratory equipment
and long lines at financial aid windows,
we will be offering some 400 fewer
classes to an undiminished student body.
San Jose State’s Spartan Daily predicts
700 fewer classes at that institution.

Let me crunch some numbers that may
merit unglazing in the eyes: the
governor’s budget
based on such
uncertainties as a 20 percent increase, the
resolution of the Proposition 98
controversy, and a revenue projection in
which Legislative Analyst Elizabeth Hill
sees $1.5 to $3 billion worth of optimism
will deliver some $400 million less
than the CSU Trustees have said they
need to run our shop next year.

percent. The last time the CSU tried for
that kind of increase was in 1983-84 when
as now a new governor
had
inherited a state sinking into financial
chaos. Then, we managed a 42 percent
increase in fees, garnering with the
package the Maddy Bill, which wisely
limited future fee increases to 10 percent
annually that must now be broached by
legislative action if the governor’s
proposal is to fly.

Give us the governor’s budget with its projected fee
increase and cut us by only half that $400 million and
we’ll muddle throught somehow, thin on excellence but
surviving.
OK, slash sabbaticals, forget
maintenance, tighten down on access,
defer merit salary increases, and throw
most of the lottery money (Scratch, fellow
citizens, scratch!) into the breech and
maybe we can get by with a cut half that
size. Give us the governor’s budget with
its projected fee increase and cut us by
only half that $400 million and we’ll
muddle through somehow, thin on
excellence but surviving.
But nobody knows where a spare 5200
million can be found, and 20 percent
increases are hard to sell, although the
University of California
untrammeled
by the legislature is going for 40

So if there is no fiscal fairy godfather in
sight, what will be the impact on students
of closing out perhaps as many as 8,000
classes in the 20-campus CSU system?
Well, in addition to long lines and
packed facilities, class cuts will almost
cerainly add a minimum of one semester
(for many, more likely two) to the college
careers of a third of a million students.
Why? In these times of penury, trekking
to a degree through a complex college
curriculum is like planning a world tour in
wartime. All sorts of local schedules are
disrupted, which means not only that
fewer carriers stop at your port, but thaw
that do are overcrowded and aren’t

necessarily going on in the direction you
need to travel.
Low -demand specialized senior level
classes will be offered much less
frequently in order to free up sparse
faculty for high-demand lower division
instruction: hard cheese for the senior
who needs that one course and no other in
order to graduate.
Here we need to crunch some more
numbers: The California Student Aid
Commision estimates that a semester of
college costs a CSU student (UC students
can add $500) somewhere between
$2,600 and $4,400 depending on
housing costs
for fees,
books,
transportation and basic living expenses.
Add to that sum half a year’s foregone
income as a new college graduate at, say.
510,000, and our students’ one -semester
deferral of graduation has cost her
somewhere around 13,(XX).
And yet we could overcome the critical
half our budget shortfall, restore most of
those lost classes, and eliminate
burdensome delays in the academic
itinerary by charging each full-time
equivalent student $715 more per year.
putting the CSU State University fee at
about $1,680, including the governor’s 20
percent.
Such a doubling of current fees would
understandably outrage California
students and their families used to lower
college costs, and unless offset by
enhanced finicial aid, would have dire

impact on access.
But these considerations aside, the new
fee would be pretty close to where it
would have been had the Maddy authority
been used consistently and still a tad less
than the median tuition ($1,691) likely to
be charged next year by the 460 public
four-year institutions annually surveyed
by the College Board.
The real payoff is in a bottom line that
reads like this: on one hand, four years at
$715 more per year adds $2,860 to the
cost of a CSU degree (and perhaps only
half that for the students who transfer in
from low-cost community colleges).
On the other hand, eliminating one to
two semesters of hang time saves a CSU
student somewhere between $13,000 and
S26,000 and delivers a precious, taxpaying skilled employee to the California
economy six months to a year sooner.
The California State Student Association
will condemn a doubling of fees as an
unfair assault on their fortunes and a
betrayal of California’s grand tradition of
low-costTiel areducation.
Bon.
right. ut in our "read my lips"
political climate, the alternatives are
clearly much more expensive, perhaps a
thousand percent so, and that is pound
foolish.
Robin S. Wilson is the president of Chico
State University.
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Academic Senate proposes
consecutive terms for chair
By Lorrie Voigt
Dairy staff writer

An amendment was proposed at
the academic senate meeting Monday that, if passed, would allow
future chairs to serve a second
consecutive term.
The senate’s constitution currently states that the vice chairperson elected the preceding academic year would succeed to the
Office of Chair, and a new vice
chairperson would then be instated. This method of succession
does not allow the presiding chair
to run for a second term if he or
she so chooses.
SJSU is the only major campus
in the CSU system with enrollment greater than 10,000 that
restricts its academic senate chairperson to one term in office, said
Academic Senate Chairperson
John Galm.
"It’s not that it’s impossible to
learn in one year, but the position
could be more effectively represented," Galm added.
An important distinction in the
amendment is that it simply allows

’It’s not that it’s impossible to learn in one year,
but the position could be more effectively
represented.’
John Galm,
Academic Senate chairperson
the presiding chair the opportunity
to run for a second term; the position is not awarded automatically. It
would only be upon re-election by
the senate that a chair would serve
two consecutive one-year terms.
Galm pointed out that while
deans serve for six years and
department chairs are elected for
four years, the academic senate
chair is the only position on campus restricted to a one-year term.
Kristi Nowak, associated students acting president, expressed
support for the amendment. "It
gives continuity and credibility to
an institution when working with
other universities."
Academic Senator Ted Norton
spoke up against the proposal, saying that it called for "breaking up a

system that works pretty smoothly
for no particular reason .
It
would make the chair less impartial and more of a policy maker."
Norton asserted that the chair
presides over the senate as its
equal, and the position is not
intended to be one of a political
leader.
"It is, by virtue of the office,
political," said Vice Chair Bobbye
Gorenberg. She agreed with Galm
that experience gained from one
year would allow the chair to do a
more efficient job in office the second year.
If the amendment passed, it
would most likely go into effect
the next calendar school year, but
neither Galm nor Gorenberg would
be eligible for re-election.

SpartaGuide IS a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center) The deadline
is 10 a m

TODAY
ANTRHOPOLOGY CLUB: Dr James Freeman will discuss his new book "Nnarts of
Vietnamese -American Lives. 5
Sorrow
p m . Washington Square Room B4 (Basement). call 14151 858-1031
AS PROGRAM BOARD: Wednesday Nile
Cinema. Double Feature. "Predator I" (6
pm land Predator II 19 pm I Admission
$2. Student Union Ballroom

nomic scale," Gardner told a Senate budget committee on education, where he unveiled the
financial aid package.
The proposal bucks a nationwide trend of forgoing grants to
middle-income students in favor of
providing more college funds for
’aim students.

adjusted income is less than $30,000 would qualify for the $650
grant, while and adjusted income
of $30,000 to $44,000 would qualify a student for a $500 grant, and
so forth.
Gardner said the package should
eliminate legislative opposition to
the fee increase, which amounts to
The number of middle-income an approximate 40 percent boost.
students at UC campuses has deMinimum fees for state residents
creased by 2,700 in the past six
years while the number of students will be $2,274 starting this fall.
in other income brackets has inAbout 50.000 students, roughly
creased, officials said.
one-third of the systemwide stuUnder the proposal, from $300 dent population, currently receives
to the full $650 fee increase would some sort of financial aid.
he covered by a university grant
for middle-income students. Applicants would have to meet the
federal government definition of
"needy," which considers such
factors as income, the number of
children in a family and the dollar
value of assets.
Needy students whose parents’

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDady
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.

Showers throughout the
day. Highs in the upper
50s and lows in the low
to mid-40s.

Discovery proceedi? ngs scheduled
for April will focus on SJSU
officials under oath answering
questions about the Moulder Hall
rut on Oct_ 19, 1990.

Thursday’s forecast
Morning showers with
mostly cloudy skies in
the afternoon. Highs in
the upper 50s and lows
in the low to mid -40s.

The Scheller House on Fifth Street
must be moved before August 20
according to an advertisement in the
San Jose Mercury News.

National Weather
Service

Bid . Room 189 Co-op Orientation. 6 pm .
Almaden Room. Student Union. call 9246033

12:30 p m SJSU BBO Pit, call 947-8740
APICS: American Production InventoryConCHICANO LIBRARY RESOURCE CEN- trol Society General Meeting. food and drink
TER: Brown Bag Seminar. Joe Graham. provided. 7 p.m , Guadalupe Room Student
Community Organizer-Redevelopment and Union. call 223-6419
Gentrification of the Auzerais Guadalupe
CAMPUS LEFT: Students For Radical PolitArea. Noon -1 pm ,WLN Room 307 call ical Economy, General Meeting, 8 30 p m
924-2707 or 924-2815
Costonoan Room, Student Union. call 287CHRISTIAN SERVICE ORGANIZATION: 4596 or 971-8256.
Testimony Meeting, Noon-1 pm., Montalvo
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT:
Room, Student Union, call 247-4409
Computing Yoor Career Options for ComCLUB:
STRATEGY
AND
FANTASY
SJSU
puter Engineers. Noon. Engr Bid Room
Weekly Meeting. 5 30-10 45 pm . Pacheco 189. call 924-6033
Room. Student Union call 924-7097
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Lent
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY: Business Event Soup Supper and Communal
Meeting, 7-9 p.m., Costanoan Room. Stu- Prayer Service. 6 p m Campus Christian
dent Union, call 356-9502.
Center, (10th and San Carlos) call 298.
NATL. PRESS PHOTOG. ASSOCIATION: 0204.
Guest Speaker Gary Reyes. Oakland Tri- CHILD DEVELOPMENT CLUB: Speaker
bune Photograher, 7:30 p.m., AS. Council Jim Hopper on "How To Open Your Own
Chambers: 3rd fl Student Union, call 924- Daycare,- refreshments provided. T-shirts
7913 or 924-3245.
for sale, 11:45-12:45 p.m., Sweeney Hall
PRE-LAW CLUB: General Meeting with re- Room 411
freshments, 4.30 p m . Costonoan Room, CHRISTIAN STUDENTS: Fellowship, NoonStudent Union, call 779-5425
RECREATION ’97: Club It "fore- Fun,
Noon -1 p m Rose Garden. SJSU. call 24900
0/4
? r;11LOSVIIIPLOW11411
8134
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Brown
a
Bag Lunch Importance of Graduate Education, Noon -1.30 p.m., Pacheco Room. Student Union. call 924-5939

30 p m, Pacheco Room, Student Union
call 268-1411.

ECONOMICS STUDENTS ASSOC.:
Acquainted Party 3-4 p in
head Hall Room 135

Get
Dudley Moor-

GAY, LESBIAN E. BISEXUAL

ALLIANCE:
Meeting. Potluck Social and Election of New
Officers, 4:30-6 30 p m.. Guadalupe Room,
Student Union. call voice mail. 236-2002

IEEE COMPUTER SOCIETY:

Computing
Your Career Options For Computer Engineers Noon Engr Bld . Room 189
INTER-RESIDENCE HALL ASSOC: Song
Fever 5-9 p m Aquatic Center call 9248118
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Reentry Support Group. Noon -1 30 pm Counseling Services-ADM Room 120 call 9245930
VOICE: Bowling Social, Come Have a
Ball." Meet 5:30 p m , at Student Union
games area, call 924-6322

111111111.

WON P

T141 11,04T11 PAN.

STUDENT CAUF. TEACHERS ASSOC.:
Barbegue. Noon -1 pin.BBO Pit Area. call
924-3738
VOICE: Communication Alumni Panel.
1130 am Engr Room 189. call 924-6322
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Social

HOP IN E. WIN THE BEST EASTER BASKET
IN TOWN’
I

The Pavilion Easter Bunny has really gone overboard this
year! He’s filled

giant basket with an official 49ers

jacket and more than $700 in gift certificates and mer-

Students protest decision
not to discipline professor
Students at
ATLANTA (AP)
Emory University’s I.aw School
boycotted classes Tuesday to protest the university ’s decision not to
discipline a law school professor
accused of kissing female students
without their consent.
Scott Sanders. president of
Emory’s Student Bar Association.
said 75 to 100 of the law school’s
650 students skipped classes and
gathered outside the law school
building Tuesday to detail their
grievances.
"We are trying to encourage
discussion." said Sanders.
A three -member committee of
university professors investigated
at least a dozen allegations of sexual harassment by current and former oink:tits against Professor

Today’s forecast

In an open forum Mo? nday, the
Academic Senate attempted to get
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: "ideas to end the various forms of
Speaker of Careers Options for Commu- discrimination on campus,"
nication Studies Majors. 11 30 a m Engr according to Kenneth Nuger.

Financial aid package proposal includes
grants for middle-income UC students
SACRAMENTO (AP) The
University of California has proposed an expanded financial aid
package that includes grants to
middle-income students, who officials say are scarce on campus.
UC President David Gardner on
Monday told lawmakers that a
package that offers grants gifts
of money
to such students
would help offset the effects of a
hefty fee increase set to take effect
this fall.
Critics of the $650 fee jump
have complained that students
whose parents earn $30,((X) to
$45,000 are most likely to be the
victims of the boost. Wealthy students can afford to pay more, and
low-income students already qualify for state and federal college
grants, they said.
"If we don’t do something.
we’re going to have a bipolar student body -- those at the lowest
end of the economic scale and
those at the highest end of the eco-

YesterDaily

Spar (aGuide

Abraham Ordover, 54. Several ot
the women said Ordover had
kissed them on the mouth without
permission.
The committee said Monday
that "there were behaviors that
could be characterized as inappropriate between faculty and student
that should be subjected to counseling and discussion." But the
group said the actions did not violate the school’s sexual harassment
policy.
Sanders said the students who
gathered outside the law school
were signing petitions and writing
letters to Emory officials, including Howard 0. Hunter, dean of the
law school. and James T. 1.aney,
Emory’s president.

THE A.S. PROGRAM BOARD PRESENTS

WEDENSDAY NIGHT CINEMA

chandise from Pavilion shops and restaurants! Want to
win it? Just hop in to any participating Pavilion shop
from March 18-28 and fill out an entry form!

Tired of Facing This
Every Morning?
atnylIV1
SIMI’
II

We’ll offer you more than just a Bus!
Unique Combinations of Alternative Ihnsportation Assistance
Available to All Students, Faculty & Staff.
Enter Drawing For 2 FRI 1. April Passes
Environmental Resource Center
Washington Square Hall #115
(408) 924-5467 (Located On Campus

PAW LION
SHOPS

AlTrans

at San Antonio and 48h Si)

FIRST E. SAN FERNANDO
IN DOWNTOWN SAN fOSE
SHOPS OPEN
MON -SAT 10-6 SUN 12-5

"Transportation Alterratives For A Healthier Planet"
FUNDED BY THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

DON’T LOUNGE
AROUND..
GET OUT AND VOTE!

HOURS FREE
VALIDATED PARKING

A. S. Run-off Elections
TODAY & TOMORROW

THE LAST LAUGH SERVES DINNER
AS OPENING ACT.

MARCH 20 & 21

Q,#\&

Polls are open 9am to 8pm
Polls are located at the
Student Union, Clark Library
Spartan Complex Breezeway

Want to go from the sublime to the ridiculous
in one evening! Have dinner at The last Laugh, and you’ll
have ringside seats for the hest comedy show in town!
Luscious menu items range from
Shrimp Diane and Chicken Marsala to Apple Torte

r,
r..
PREDATOR 1
-6PMPREDATOR 2
-9PM-

solve sure and call ahead at 287-5213.

BOTH SI I( iv, I NG AT
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20, 1991
EACH SHOW $2.00

FOR MORE INFO, CALL THE R A T LINE 924-6261
’RAPID APATHY TERMINATOR
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

AL DEFECTIVE

and Chocolate Suicide. Reservations are a must,
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BREAK
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that just because a majority prefers
it that way that we should do it."
said Mesher.
Mesher then told an anecdote
about a Vietnamese student whose
mother was Christian and whose
father celebrated traditional Vietnamese holidays. The family
observed the Vietnamese spring
celebration of Tbt, and the children
and mother went to Mass on Easter. Because of the scheduling of
the break, the student could no
longer celebrate Tbt with his family, and was forced to celebrate
East& exclusively.
Debate heated up when Senator
Theodore Norton suggested that
spring break be eliminated. He
asserted that the argument that a
mid-semester holiday is pedagogically useful for faculty and students was moot if there wasn’t a
ninth week fall break as well.
"If it isn’t linked to Easter, it
serves no purpose. It’s no good to
anyone if it isn’t a religious holiday," said Norton.
Mesher was given the floor a
final time before the vote and dismissed all the arguments over pedagogy and convenience.
"In order to vote down this proposal the senate must find that it is
not discriminatory to associate a
holiday with a specific religion’s
observance. If we say it’s not,
we’re paying lip service to diversity," said Mesher.
The voice vote was too close to
call, so a show of hands was necessary. Moore, who had just minutes earlier recommended against
the proposal said, "Oh, what the
hell," and voted to pass it.
Associated Students Acting
President Kristi Nowak voted
against the proposal.
"It’s a tradition and it should

Spartan Daily

One week break per
semester considered
By Brooke Shelby Biggs
Daily staff writer
An idea many students
would
find sacrilegious
bounced around the Academic
Senate this week: abolishing
spring break. But the student
body can breathe easier; not
only is the vacation still intact,
but the idea of a one-week fall
break may soon be considered
in the senate.
While the body debated the
need for a spring break in the
wake of accusations that the
vacation’s linkage to the Christian holiday of Easter was discrirninatory, the idea of a midsemester break in both
semesters was suggested.
No proposal has been submitted to the senate for consideration, but Senator George
Moore said several committees
would draw one up for consideration at the April 1 meeting.
Debate over the pedagogical
value, or usefulness to faculty,
of a set date for spring break
prompted several senators to
endorse a ninth week break in
each semester for mid-term
preparation and rest from the
daily grind of school.
Senator Theodore Norton
noted that Thanksgiving break
comes too late in the semester
to serve as a useful resting
opportunity. ’The same problem
occurred with the floating
stay that way. I think students want
the break to be scheduled the way
it is now," Nowak said. "People
were voting for the proposal

spring break when Easter fell as
late as the 14th week of the
semester.
Moore standardized one week breaks to be scheduled for
the ninth week of every
semester to rectify the problem.
Academic Executive Vice
President Okerlund vehemently
opposed the idea, saying such a
policy would not be economically possible. She said it would
force school to start earlier in
August, before funding for faculty salaries is available.
"There are some arcane rules
about paying faculty too early
in August. If the senate
approves a fall break before we
know it would even be possible,
it would wreak havoc." Okerlund said.
Okerlund said the state sets a
minimum number of instructional days the university must
observe in order to receive full
funding for a semester. Therefore,the only other way to reconcile an extra week of vacation in fall would be to have fall
finals after the winter break.
Much moaning in the senate
meeting greeted Okerlund’s
pronouncement.
But Okerlund said she would
look into the state requirements
to find out if the idea for a fall
break was possible without
endangering state funding or
faculty salaries.
because of some idea that the system is discriminatory, but the resolution we were given said nothing
of discrimination."

Superintendent told to stay home
DELANO (AP)
Seven
months ago, Fred Mendoza was an
eager new school superintendent.
Today, he feels like he’s under
house arrest.
Delano High School trustees
have had trouble getting along with
their superintendents for at least a
decade. But Mendoza is the first
superintendent relieved of his duties and ordered to stay home from
7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on school
days in case a school official needs
him.
"I’ve never heard of a superintendent being told to stay home by
the phone and told the hours he has
to stay there," said Kelly Blanton,
superintendent of schools in Kern

County, said. "It’s bizarre."
Kern County includes Delano;
its superintendent’s office provides
services and advice to local school
districts within the county.
Mendoza’s critics on the board
and in the school administration
think the assignment is reasonable.
"He’s not under house arrest;
that’s illegal," said A. Herbert
Murray, an assistant superintendent. He wore a "Support the
Board" lapel sticker at Tuesday’s
meeting when trustees relieved
Mendoza of his duties.
"He was just reassigned, that’s
all," Murray said. "The board
told him to go home and be available for the board and staff. The

FACULTY

"I don’t think that the future is
that clear," Heisch said after the
meeting. "It’s not clear to me that
the arrangement that was presented
was one that guarantees that we
will have money (for sabbaticals)
for next year."
Heisch said that should SJSU
faculty be forced to give up sabbaticals all together the university
would have a difficult time recruiting new instructors. She added that
instructors often use sabbaticals to
do academic research.
"Prospective faculty wouldn’t
come here," Heisch said. "They
would think this was some kind of
second-rate university.
Edelstein, at the end of her presentation, complained that few faculty had attended the CFA meeting
to have their opinions heard before
negotiations began.
She added that she had only
received one phone call from a
concerned instructor. Edelstein
complained of the many "deadbeat" SJSU union members who
don’t pay their dues, bringing up
the dues of the other members.

From page 1
said.
For students, this could mean
that some sections of classes will
be cancelled, Academic Vice President Arlene Okerlund said.
But Edelstein and Harding said
that the CSU has promised to pay
for sabbaticals again when the
budget crunch is over. The representatives explained that the line
on CSU budget documents where
sabbaticals are mentioned is still
there, even if there is a zero at the
end of it.
"If not as many faculty are funded for sabbatical next year, it’s a
case for grievance," Harding said.
But not all of the professors on
the Academic Senate felt reassured.
Alison Heise!), a professor of
English and an Academic Senator,
questioned whether the representatives may have permanently given
up SJSU’s right to the CSU’s payment for sabbaticals.

district is still paying his salary."
The trustees also ordered Mendoza not to speak publicly about
the matter. That worked, for the
most part. In a 10-minute telephone interview from his home,
Mendoza was reticent on the subject, though he did say he feels like
he’s under "house arrest."
Mendoza, who will be paid until
his contract expires in June. said
he’s consulting a lawyer to find out
if his reassignment and gag order
are legal.
He also pointed out the school
has had about nine superintendents
in 10 years. Blanton confirmed
this, noting some appointments
were temporary replacements.
Trustee Manuel Ochoa said the
3-2 board majority "lost confidence and trust" in the 5I -year-old
Mendoza over budget problems in
the 3,000-student district. Blanton
said the county administration
warned the Delano High district
might have a $1 million deficit this
school year, which ends June 30.
Trustee J.R. Teasley, who opposed Mendoza’s removal, blamed
the school’s problems in part on
Iklano’s ethnic and racial variety.
"It’s turmoil, no doubt about
that, when there is so much change
in the administration," Teasley
said. "I suppose it is related to the
change in the structure of the community."
Its 22,000 residents are a mix of
I d winos, Hispanics. blacks and
whites, including descendants of
European immigrants who generations ago planted the area’s fawn,
table grapes.
Rower shop owner Dorothy Ka
sincr believes the school board
never will he able to satisfy every
1,11C
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Governor leads in water use
SACRAMENTO (AP) Gov.
Pete Wilson, who has urged Californians to conserve water to combat the drought, led his neighbors
in water use in January and Feb,according
yra
urobto figures
tained by The Associated Press.
The Arcade Water District said
Wilson’s residence in a Sacramento suburb used 69,000 gallons
of water during the first two
months of 1991, or nearly 1,170
gallons per day.
That compares to average usage
for the same two-month period of
about 26,000 gallons at II other
residences in the upper-middleclass neighborhood.
The closest total to Wilson’s
was 42,750 gallons.
Wilson’s press secretary, Bill
Livingstone, said state officials
didn’t know why the governor’s
water use was so high.
"(The General Services Department) is under contract to care for

the grounds there," Livingstone
said. "We are checking with them
on why they think so much water
has been used. They’re sort of perplexed at that amount. They did
not think that could be possible.
"The early part of March he ordered the department stop all watering of the landscape," Livingstone said "He’s taking ship
showers. That’s where you turn the
water on and off. He’s not letting
the water run at all when he’s shaving."
Livingstone said Wilson and his
wife are frequently away from
home to attend events "so they
don’t have many meals at the
house, and they don’t have children. As far as their water use, you
would not expect it to be very
much."
Wilson, who took office in January, inherited the house from former Gov. George Deukmejian.
The 3,200-square-foot home is

owned by the Governor’s Residence Foundation, which allows
the governor to live there rent-free.
The state pays property taxes,
utility bills, insurance and maintenance costs, according to Anne
Garbeff, a spokeswoman for the
state Department of General Services.
The foundation bought the fourbedroom, three-bath, ranch -style
house in 1984 for $402,315, using
donations and profits from Deukmejian’s inaugural parties.
The governor’s residence also
led the neighborhood in water use
in 1988, 1989 and 1990, also
drought years, according the water
district. It is one of the few residences in the district equipped with
water meters.
In 1990. Deukmejian and his
family used 894,750 gallons, or
2,451 per day. During the first two
months of the year they used 41.250 gallons, or 699 per day.

thin testifies Detroit Metropolitan
it confusing in good, bad weather
DETROIT (AP)
The captain
of a Boeing 727 that clipped a DC9 on takeoff at Detroit Metropolitan Airport told investigators
Tuesday the airport is confusing
even in good weather and that fog
was thick the day of the crash.
The National Transportation
Safety Board resumed a hearing
Tuesday into the Dec. 3 runway
collision of the two Northwest airplanes at the airport west of Detroit. It killed eight people.
The Pittsburgh -bound DC-9,
with 44 people on board, made two
wrong turns and ended up in the
path of the 727, which was taking
off for Memphis, Tenn., with 153
aboard. The 727’s wing struck the
DC-9, rupturing a fuel line and setting the smaller plane ablaze.
Seven passengers and a flight attendant on the DC-9 died.
"From the time we started out
taxiing, the visibility was decreasing," Capt. Robert Ouelette. pilot
of the 727, testified under NTSB
questioning. He said visibility

started at three-fourths of a mile.
but dimmed.
"Detroit is not the easiest airport to get around under the best of
conditions," Ouelette said. "Detroit is always a challenge and requires more-than-normal diligence
in taxiing."
He said the area of the crash
contains confusing signs and faded

runway markings.
At the hearing. Ouelette followed Herbert Schulke, whose
plane was second behind the 727
waiting to take off when the crash
occurred.
At one point, Schulke said, he
was crossing a 200-foot-wide runway and was unable to see the
other side

ASSAULT

tive identification," Staley said.
Navarro was then booked into
Santa Clara County jail on suspicion of attempted rape and
attempted mayhem, according to
Staley.
Attempted mayhem is defined
in part as trying to "deprive a
human being of a member of his
body," according to Staley, who
said Navarro had tried to bite off
the victim’s lip.
The victim was released, Staley
said.
"She apparently lives in the
neighborhood," he said. "She is
not a student."

From page 1
to question the men, Navarro
broke from Aguirre, Staley said.
Aguirre soon caught the suspect
at Fourth and San Carlos streets,
however, and handcuffed him after
"a minor, mild struggle," Staley
said.
UPD then brought the victim to
the arrest scene and stood her
behind an opaque glass bus shelter
where she could see Navarro, Staley said.
"By flashlight she gave a posi-

TIRED OF THAT
ORDINARY
SUMMER JOB??

CR111 Ctin
WANTED:
Energetic, fun -loving, responsible students
to execute the PriPt1 ’CHILL CAT, taste
test promotion this summer. Earn money
while you’re having fun! Positions are
available throughout the San Francisco Bay
area. Must be flexible, computer friendly
and have a clean driving record. Full-time
employment including weekends and
holidays.

INTERVIEWS:
APRIL 3, 1991
You must sign up in advance.
Contact Career Planning and Placement BC 13 (924-6031)
to arrange your interview.
(Bring your Resume, Drivers License & Social Security card.)
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Dean alive again in book Boston’s latest rap offering has
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a bark that’s as good as its bite

By Faye Wells
Special to the Daily

James Dean, Hollywood’s rising star in the early 1950s, stands
out less for his brief talent than
for his untimely death at the age
of 24.
In his book "James Dean Revealed!," David Dalton debunks
the dream that Dean lived (or

four-sty le
using

By Steve Helmer
Daily staff writer

When one thinks of rap, two cities come to mind: hard-core New
York and wicky-wack top-40 Oakland. There are some real hip-hop
groups from the Bay Area. Unfortunately M.C. Hammer and Digital
Underground get all the noteriety.
Well, Boston is fighting to put
its name in the rap market with Ed
0.0. & Da Bulldogs. But this
slammin’ group from the Roxbury
community is not going out the
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lives) after the coroner pr
nounced him dead Sep. 30,
1955. He then traces what he
terms the cult that developed
around the young actor and why
it has lasted for four decades.
He draws from movie and fan
articles assembled and collected
by Alan Betrock and Jerry Fagnini and traces the myth that so
many teenage girls of the ’50s
happily accepted: that Dean still
lived.
One reason, Dalton suggests
in his introduction, is that Dean.
like Marlon Brando, departed
from the ordinary-American
image of Hollywood’s stars generated in the 1940s.
Like Brando, he brought his
youthful, brooding features to
the screen and the realism of the
method acting learned at the Actor’s Studio under Stanislavki.
More than Brando, to whom he
was often compared, he touched
rebellious young nerves as new
parts and new books portrayed
angry people and distraught families.
He had acted on Broadway
and in about 25 television melodramas before he starred in
"East of Eden" as the younger
son desperate for a sign of his father’s love.
His intense acting brought
praise from co-stars and critics,
Dalton states. But even with the
powerful themes of paternal favoritism and fraternal rivalry, the
film did not draw the teenagers
who would later idolize him, and
try to revive him.
He was relatively unknown,

his
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Hammer way. Ed 0.0. is strictly
East Coast, hard core rhymin’.
With the rap market reaching record numbers, it’s no longer the
small independent record labels
heading the game. Mercury was
the first major label to put out rap,
back in 1980 with Kurtis Blow.
And 11 years later. Mercury is still
down with the scene, putting out
Ed 0.0. on its spin-off label Polygram.
In II years, the label hasn’t lost
it. Ed 0.0. is straight up dope,
ranking right up there with the
classic Kurtis Blow jams.
The Roxbury crew’s debut LP,
"Life of a Kid in the Ghetto," is
raw, featuring 12 songs of no sellout rap. It kicks off with "I’m Different," based on the Big Daddy
Kane loop "I’m different, so don’t
compare me to another. If they
can’t hang, word to the mother."
Ed 0.0. best displays his fast,
tongue rolling style of rapping over
funky guitar riffs and looped beats
on this cut.
The subjects Ed 0.0. raps about
vary throughout the LP. "I’m Different,"
and
"Gotta
Have
Money," are typical bragging and
boasting songs, while "Feel Like a
Nut," "She Said It Was Great,"
and "Let Me Tickle Your Fancy,"
are about women.
But like most rappers today, Ed
0.0. is not afraid to get political.
Ed teams up with Def Jef on
"Speak I pon It," which is about

Photo reprinted from ’James Dean Revealed’

1950s film star James Dean, who (lied in a tragic auto accident,
is brought back to life in ’James Dean Revealed.’
according to Dalton, when
Movie magazines wrote of
"Rebel Without a Cause"
Dean’s foretelling his death, of
opened Nov. I, 1955, one month
whether he was tough or tender,
after Dean’s death. "But in the
a lone wolf, a melancholy gentwo years following his death, a
ius.
Dalton says his theory applies
fanatical cult - ’The Girls Who
also to Marilyn Monroe and
Worship the Corpse of James
Elvis Presley, who, he writes,
Dean’ - began to develop,"
appear in tabloids and commuwrote Dalton.
nicate from the world of the
1 he question according to Dalton is how spontaneously the cult dead.
Dalton’s theory would be
developed. He lays the blame at
clearer if his analysis accompathe suggestions in movie magnied each excerpt taken from the
azines that Dean was a god of a
Betrock and Fagnini collection.
morbid cult, that he had a preThe reader could better undervious life.
stand the book with a proper
Dalton also suggests that
producers Warner index, and an introduction to the
"Rebel"
Bros. were worried that Dean’s author and collector. Confusion
reigns in the layout and order of
"violent death might cast a morthe articles.
bid pall" over the actor’s posthuHowever, Dalton has promously released films. Warners
received a letter from a fan say- duced an insightful critique of
lives!" The the James Dean cult and the rea"Jimmy
ing
filmmakers decided, according sons for its strength and duration.
to Dalton, to reincarnate the late He has chronicled the most unacactor as part of its publicity cam- ceptable death in the peaceful,
1950s teenager’s life.
paign for the film

Publicity photo

ED 0.G and Da Bulldogs, a rap band from Boston
the unequal treatment Afro-Americans still receive in the 1990s.
Ed tells the story of a black man
who was accused of murdering a
white woman. The white community was outraged and wanted to
reinstate the death penatly. But.
when it was revealed that the husband killed his wife, the community called the death penalty inhumane.
This jam also addresses police
brutality and white-washed education offered to their people.
"I Got To Have IL" the first release off the album, and the title
track "Life of a Kid in the
Ghetto," also talk about problems
suffered in the black community.
According to Ed 0.0.’s lyrics,
these problems are not going to be
solved unless they are brought out
and discussed.
But the song with the strongest
message is "Dedicated to the
Right Wingers." Ed spends three

minutes dissing the conservative,
pro-censorship government of
Florida.
A -Yo Florida, why aren’t you
more into the crime
Instead of sweating rappers for
the way they say a rhyme
Protestin’ and arrestin’ a rap
group real quick
If they was a white rock band,
you wouldn’t say s--Oh s---! Oh s--- I said a swear,
I’m appalled I shouldn’t say this
You must of started swears.
’cause this aint even our language.
No, Ed 0.0. is not at all like the
2 Live Crew, because that is about
all the cussing he does on the L.P.
But he is down for protecting the
First Amendment and rappers’
rights. And he does it so well in
"Life of a Kid in the Ghetto."

Classified
Apply Monday -Friday
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Full benefits

DENTAL SERVICES

Medical Insurance
VANGUARD SECURITY SVCS

Enroll Now’

3212 Scott Blvd
Santa Ciers C.
1406)727.9753

Se. your teeth, eyes
sod money too
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Gale expects greatness from top-ranked golf team
By Robert W. Scoble
Daily staff writer

Mark Gale will settle for nothing
less than greatness.
But that’s easy to say when you
coach the No. I ranked women’s
collegiate golf team in the country;
not to mention that the entire team
is listed in the top 100 individual’s
list.
In the last six years the team has
swung its way to quite a record. In
that time it has never been below
eighth in the nation and has won
the national title twice. in 1987 and
1989.
Champions aren’t always easy
to motivate, but coach Gale seems
to have found the right combination of inspirational talks and a fine
wine attitude toward golf. His
team says that he usually just sits
back and waits for greatness to ferment.
"He’s a lenient golf coach,"
said Nicole Homer, an I8-year-old
Hawaiian transplant that was just
rated 26th in the nation as a freshman. He gives the obligatory pep
talks, she said, but doesn’t stick to
the rules. Sometimes after a tough
tournament, he lets the team have
the week off to catch up on studies.
That willingness to give an inch instills admiration and loyalty from
the team.
"Having a good coach is a big
plus in college golf," said Tracy
Hanson, rated No. 2 in the nation
and on the team. "He’s a g(xxl
coach and he’s liked by a lot of
people.Even when something
starts to go wrong, Gale works immediately to stamp it out and make
it a learning situation for everybody.
"He always wants to win," she
said. "But it’s not the end of the
world if we don’t."
But some players say that he
doesn’t take losing very well.
’He’s really good at motivating
you when you are doing well,"
said Ninni Sterner who is ranked
17th nationally and occupies the
third spot on the team. "He kind of
puts you down when you aren’t
doing well."
Gauging the talent that Gale has
up and coming, he won’t have to
worry much about losing in the
next few years.
"Our freshmen are five to 10
times better than when I was a
freshman," said Pat Hurst, who is
ranked first in the country. "They
are really experienced."
The person responsible for
bringing this powerhouse of golf
talent to SJSU is Gale, but almost
no one can say why his teams do so
well year after year.
"I think he’s a great guy,"
Homer said. "He’ll do anything
for you. -The team’s secret of success,
many players say. is just hard practice.
Even if a team has some basic
talent. Gale said, an atmosphere
for excellence has to be created.
lie likens it to building a really
good hotel. "This is my Fairmont
lintel. I love my work. I work very
hard at it ’
His hard work motivates the
team to work hard also. "They
don’t want to let the coach down."
"I remember my freshman year,
we all weren’t getting along."
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Jeanette Glicksman Daily

OF

staff photographer

Above: SJSU women’s golf coach Mark Gale ad- NCAA. Right: Spartan golfer Eva Dahlback tees
vises Spartan golfer Ninni Sterner with her put- off at San Jose’s Almaden Golf and Country
ting technique during practice Friday. Sterner is Club. The SJSU women’s golf team is the nacurrently ranked 17th in the nation by the tion’s best, according to NCAA rankings.
Hurst said. "He sent us to a sports that he is laid hack and somewhat
Many of his players say that is why
psychologist to sort it all out.
lenient. But he says that he is a
"We want to help each other," tough coach that can put on the they came to SJSU. "When I was
being recruited, I had no idea that
SJSU had such a great golf team,"
’Having a good coach is a big plus in college golf. Horner said. Gale saw her play at
Palm Springs and was hooked.
He’s a good coach and he’s liked by a lot of
"He called every week." She was
also heavily recruited by Arriona
people.’
State hut SJSU won out because of
Tracy Hanson, Gale’s hard work.
He wanted to get Hanson on his
sJSU’s No. 2 ranked golfer
team after seeing her play on enough to finish second."
milted to using a video camera
she said. "We all want to he pressure. "I’m not a tyrant. but ESPN. "They (recruits) crop up at
But on the field and in the class- once in a while, he said that it
good."
I’m demanding."
the strangest times." His next re- room, some players say that golf- usually just shows players what
She, and other team members,
Students with a willingness to cruit may come from Japan. An in- ers don’t get enough respect.
they are doing wrong and that rrrr,
say that the coach has a silent way work hard catch his attention, he ternational network of friends and
"It’s a really frustrating sport to hurts the team’s morale. "Thi
of motivating hut they couldn’t put says. "I generally recruit people former graduates turn him on to up play," Homer said. "They (stu- a lot of people out there makitr,
their clubs on it. "There’s some- who I feel have the potential to and coming new players.
dents) don’t consider us athletes. I money who don’t have perfect
thing he does to motivate (the work into a full scholarship."
Gale has had some famous grad- just want to see people go out there swings
team)," [furs( said.
His players say that Gale has uates who come back to help the and hit a hall around a course. It’s
rlhe olds to playing golf. team
"He mainly lets ourselves get "lucked out" in his recruiting ef- team. Patty Sheehan graduated in damn hard."
members said, isn’t to rely on r
motivated. Hanson said. "lie forts but agree that it takes a lot of 1980 and went on to make the first
While the team is practicing on tricks hut to work hard and ki’r ,
uses the phrase ’just do it’ from hard work to become a champion- million dollars in women’s golf, he courses like the one at Almaden good mental attitude. "It’s Nr
Nike a lot.
ship golfer. "If you want to get says. Juli Inkster, a 1983 graduate, Country Club, Gale coaches by ex- much mental," Sterner said.
"He cares about the team very good at golf," Sterner said. "You was the U.S. amateur winner three ample. Sometimes he hits a few
"It’s a head game." Hurst
much," she continued. "lie have to commit yourself to it."
years in a row. Both have contrib- balls but he always tries to stress She prepares for a tournament
knows when to leave us alone."
The trick to getting players that uted money to the team to help it two things: get the hall to the hole practicing hard on her putting and
But his players say that he’s al- are committed to golf and the pay travel hills and other expenses.
and pay attention to course man- her mental attitude. "I like to feel
ways picky when it comes to the team. Gale said, is to make everyBut golf is not the only priority agement.
that I’m totally prepared."
hmly.
small things.
feel comfortable. "I’m like a on this team. Gale stresses the aca"If you don’t know course manEven though the team is used to
"If you’re five minutes late for father away front home."
demie side to sports also. "lie agement, you are wasting shots." winning. Sterner and other memthe bus, he’ll leave you," Hanson
Since he has been working at wants us to hit the hooks and play Hanson said. She looks every new bers sav that the team doesn’t like
said.
SJSU for IN years. Gale often good golf,’ limner said.
course over to see whether the Ii’ slim’, 00 "We’re kind of hot
Gale admits that he alway s Likes helps students with bureaucratic
Last year the team had the high- course is fast or slow and how the iutg
small things seriously
problems His knowledge and love est grade point average of any leant hall will break" or how it will
We are not a bragging team."
"If you take care of the little of the university also help him with on campus with a I (WA. Gale roll during putting shots. "Every she says. "Maybe coach is, he
things. the big things will never new recruits. ’ I’m proud to take said proudly, and this year the golf course is made to be played a likes to brag
hurt you. Gale said.
recruits and parents around the uni- team is in second place with a certain way."
The team’s next challenge is
One of the reasons Gale may be versity and downtown."
2.92.
The team doesn’t rely on high coming next week when it is
so concerned about these ’little
But his pride doesn’t stop there:
to
make it scheduled to travel to Hawaii tor
"He talks about winning all the tech gadgets like video
things’ is heLause of his military lie follow s through on the recruits. time," Sterner said "It’s not good play better Even though Gale ad - another tournament_
background.
lie was in Air Force for 26 years
where he dropped paratroopers and
refueled different planes as a pilot
the meet. She had scores of 8.9 cause of her knee Injury and her the injuries to my knees.
He came to SJSU as head of the By Shigeru Nishiwaki
Daily staff writer
and 8.4 in the floor and beam re- ankle is hurting, and she had to,
ROTC’ program.
Times are good and had for the spectively.
’the Spanans are scheduled to
with moments notice. go out and
Coach Gale agrees with the team
team.
gymnastics
women’s
SJSU
"Kerry showed supreme effort do a floor routine when Cheryl got host the Spartans Games this SatDespite yet another season-high and did a great job tor us." said hurt.’
urday night at Spartan Gym. Inscore, the SJSU women’s gymnas- SJSU head coach Jackie Walker.
"I didn’t want to let the team cluded among the wants scheduled
tics team suffered injuries while "She hadn’t competed since the down," Maybee said. "I just wa- to compete are California. UCfalling to Boise State in a dual very beginning of the season he- tered down my routine because of Santa Barbara, and tC-Da% is
meet Saturday night.
The Spartans scored a 182.3
final team score, the highest on thiL
Student & Youth Travel
road this year and second highest
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